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all was the silence of the grave upon that Captain—a rough but gallant old fire eat
The Aurora Islands.—The N. Y. Cour
Lawful revenge.—Many years since a
crowded deck—except the howling of the er—if they were not in great danger; to ier & Enquirer publishes the following in gentleman in Newington, a parish of Weth
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
storm — fora space of lime that seemed to which he replied—“ You had better, teresting letter, giving an account of the ersfield, Connecticut, who was a very reli
JAMES K. REMICH.
my imagination almost an age.
Madam, get down upon your "knees, and re-discovery of the Aurora Islands in high gious and conscientious man, married one
Office nn the Main-street-opposite the Meeting-House,
It was a trying hour with us—unless we pray to God io forgive you your numer southern latitudes, by an expedition fitted of the most ill-natured and troublesome
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
could carry sail so as to go at the rate of ous sins, for if we don’t carry by this out by Silas Burrows, of New York :
women who could be found in the vicinity.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— nine knots an hour, we-must of necessity
point, we shall all be down in five min
This occasioned a universal surprise when
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
Rio Janeiro, March 9, 1839.
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No dash upon Scilly, and whoever touched those utes.”
Nothing has been heard from the Na ever, he was known, and one of his neigh
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub rocks and lived du;ing a storm ? The sea
tional exploring expedition, since their de bors ventured to ask him the reasons which
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Anecdote, of Washington—Maternal in parture from this port. The brig Medina, had governed his choice. He replied, that
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for ran very high, the rain fell in sheets, the sky
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount was one black curtain, illuminated only by fluence.— The true explanation of Washing Capt. Elijah Halet, arrived here on the having had but little trouble in the world, he
charged for its insertion.
the faint light which was to mark our deliv ton’s sterling integrity is to be found, I 7th inst. direct from South Georgia in a pas was fearful of becoming too much attached
erance, or stand a monument of our de think, in that happy and efficient maternal sage of 17 days, being one of three ves to things of time and sense, and he thought
MISCELLANEOUS.
struction. The wind had got above whist influence, which it is well known, was ex sels fined out by Mr. Burrows of your that by experiencing some afflictions he
On city, to survey the southern frozen ocean, should become more fweaned from the
ling, it came in puffs that flattened the ercised upon him, in his earlier days.
[From the Democratic Review.]
OLD IRON SIDES ON A LEE SHORE. waves, and made our old frigate settle to her the death of his father, which occurred and the result confers great hondr on the world, and that he married such a woman
bearings, while every thing on board seem when he was ten years old, the charge American flag. Mr. B. sailed from this as he thought would accomplish this ob
BY AN EYE WITNESS.
ed to be cracking into pieces. At this mo of his education devolved upon his port in the Medina, during the month ject.
It was at the close of a storm}’ day in the
Al! accounts concur in the ad
ment the carpenter reported that the left mother.
The best part of the story is, that the
year 1835, when the gallant frigate Consti bolt of the weather fore-shroud had- drawn. mission that she was an extraordinary wo of June last, and at the Falkland
islands was joined by two other of his ves wife, hearing the reason why he married
tution, under the command of Captain El
4< Gel on the luffs, and set them on all man—possessing not only rare intellectual
liot—having on board the late Edward Liv the weaiher shrouds. Keep her at small endowments, but those moral qualities sels—the brig Oceola, Capt. R. S. Hallet, her, was much offended, and out of re
and schooner Mary Jane, Capt. Parsons. venge, became one of the most pleasant
ingston, late Minister at the Court of France,
helm, Quarter-master, and ease her in the which gave elevation, worth, and dignity to With this little fleet, three in number, he and dutiful wives in the town ; declaring
Bnd family, and manned by nearly five hun sea,” were the orders ofthe Captain.
the soul. These qualities she was particu made sail from those islands for the frozen that she was not a going to be made a packdred souls—drew near to “ the chops” of
The luffs were soon pul upon the weath larly desirous to engraft upon the heart of seas, and five days after fell in with a field horse to carry husbands to Heaven.
the English Channel. For four days she er shrouds, which of course relieved the her beloved son, and with what success, the
of icebergs twenty-five miles in length and
had been beating down from Plymouth, and
Horse Chaunter.—A loafer being brought
chains and channels, but many an anxious history of his life displays.
300 feet high, the whole presenting the
on the fifth, at evening, she made her last eye was turned towards the remaining bolls,
up before one of the London Courts, the
The
particular
process
by
which
she
ac

same
level
and
uniform
appearance
as
a
tack for the French coast.
Judge demanded,
for upon them depended the masts and up
4 What is your trade ?’
The watch was set at eight, P. M. — the on the masts depended the safety of the ship complished so happy a design, it is not in sheet of new made ice.
They found large bays and good harbors- 4 A horse chaunter, my lord.’
■captain came on deck soon after, and hav — for with one foot of canvass less she could my power at this time to describe; but a
story occurs to my recollection which may around the icebergs, but no anchorage ex
‘ A what ? a horse chaunter, why what’s
ing ascertained the bearing of Sc illy, gave not live fifteen minutes.
serve to show the adroit and admirable cept by fastening to the ice. The outer that ?’
orders to keep the ship “ full and bye,” re
4 Vy, my lord, aint you up to that ere
Onward plunged the over-ladened fri manner in which she proceeded on a cer edge of the ice was on all sides, perpendic
marking at the same time to the officer of
trade ?’
gate, and at every surge she seemed bent tain occasion.
ular
cliffs,
about
300
feet
high,
and
so
the deck, that he might make the light on upon making the deep the sailors’ grave,
‘ 1 require you to explain yourself.’
In the ample pasture belonging io her similar to the appearance of many shores,
the lee beam, but, he stated, he thought it and her live oak sides, his coffin of glory.
4 Vel, my lord,’ said he,4 I goes round amore than probable he would pass it with She had been fitted out at Boston when the plantation was a colt, which, on account of particularly the chalky cliffs of England, mong the livery stables, they all on ’em
his beauty and high promise, she valued ve that it would only be known as ice from the knows me, and ven I sees a gen’man bar
out seeing it. He then “ turned in,” as did
thermometer was below zero. Her shrouds
most ofthe idlers and the starboard watch. ol course therefore slackened al every' strain, ry much, Although of sufficient age to be thermometer or by approaching very near. gaining for an ’orse, I just steps up like a
used, il had never been mounted ; no one At this place, the Oceola, Capt. R. S. tee-total stranger, an’ ses I, vel that’s a rare
At a quarter past nine, P. M., the ship
and her unwieldly masts (for she had those seemed disposed to attempt to break its Hallett, was separated from the other ves ’un, I’ll be b ound ses I, he’s got the beautiheaded west by compass, when the call of designed tor the frigate Cumberland, a much
fulest ’ead and neck as ever I seed, ses I on
“ Light O !” was heard from the foretopsail larger ship,) seemed ready to jump out of wild and vicious spirit. One day, George sels and did not again join them until they ly look at iz open nostrils, he’s got vind like
reached
South
Georgia.
The
Medina
proposed
to
some
of
his
companions
to
assist
a no-go-motive, I’ll be bound he’ll travel a
yard.
her. And now, while all was apprehen
“ Where away ?” asked the officer of the sion, another bolt drew !—and then another ! him at a future time to secure the colt, un and Mary Jane the next day after this, ’undred miles a day and never vtmee think
rediscovered
the
Aurora
Islands,
six
in
on’t, them’s the legs vat never fails. Vel,
til he could mount, and he would curb his
deck.
-—until at last, our whole stay was placed up
tickles the gen’man, and he ses to ’imf< Three points on the lee bow,” replied on a single bolt less than a man’s wrist in cir proud spirit. Accordingly soon after sun number, and Mr. Burrows took five differ this
ent drawings of them,
This discovery is self, that ’ere ’onest countryman’s a rale
the look-out-man ; which the unprofessional cumference. Still the iron clung to the sol rise, one morning, the youthful band assem
most gratifying and astonishing.
The Is judge of a’orse, so please you my lord, he
reader will understand to mean very nearly id wood, and bore us alongside the break bled, and having drove the animal into an
lands were discovered and described about buys ’im and trots off. Veil, then I goes up
enclosure,
succeeded,
with
no
small
cfifficulstraight ahead. At this moment the cap ers, though in a most fearful proximity to
to the man vat keeps the stable, and I axes
ty however, in bridling him.
In a moment e*ghty years since by the ship San Miguel, ’im vel vot are you going to stand for that
tain appeared and took the trumpet.
them. This thrilling incident has never, 1 Gemge sprung upon his back, and in the and since that have been stricken from the ’ere chaunt, and he gives me half a sovereign ;
“ Cali all hands,” was his immediate or believe, been noticed in public, but it is the
About forty vel, that’s vot I call ’orse chaunting, my lord,
next moment the surprised, wild, madden charts, and said not to exist.
der.
literal fact — which I make not the slightest
years ago the Spanish Government des there’s rale little ’arm in.’t—there’s a good
il All hands,” whistled the boatswain, attempt .to embellish. As we galloped on ing creature bounded forth into the open
patched the sloop of war Atrivida to sur many sorts on us, some chaunts canals, and
with the long shrill summons, familiar to the — for I can compare our vessel’s leaning to field, tearing, running, plunging ; but George
vey these Islands, and the officers of this some chaunts rail roads.’
grinding
bis
teeth
and
clinging
fast
to
the
ears of all who have ever been on board of nothing else—the rocks seemed very near
ship actually surveyed icebergs and placed
bridle
and
the
mane,
held
his
seat
firmly,
a man-of-war.
Among the numerous petitions for di
us. Dark as was the night, the white foam as much determined to subdue as the colt them on the charts as the Aurora Islands.
“ All hands,” screamed the boatswain’s scowled around their black heads, while the
Soon after this several of the most dis vorce, presented to the Legislature of Con
was
determined
not
to
be
subdued.
The
mate, and ere the last echo died away, all spray fell over us, and the thunder of the
struggle was mutually desperate; and as tinguished navigators, among the number necticut, one came from an individual pray
but the sick were upon deck.
dashing surge sounded like the awful knell the companions of George looked on, their Capt. Waddell of the British navy, cruised ing to be released from his belter half, be
'The ship was staggeiing through a heavy that the ocean was singing for the victims it
teror and amazement increased every passing over the ground in all directions, and unan cause he was manied to her without his
swell from the Bay of Biscay ; the gale, was eager to engulph.
It appears from
moment. At length the colt obtained the imously agreed that they did not exist. knowledge or consent !
which had been blowing several days, had
At length the light bore upon our quarter, advantage, and bounding forward with They have been accordingly expunged evidence deduced on the investigation of
increased to a severity that was not to be and the bold Atlantic rolled its white caps
the speed of an arrow, made a mis-step, and from the latest English and American the case, that the unfortunate man was the
made light of. The breakers, where Sir before us. During this time all was silent,
charts, but must now be restored through dupe of some of his rogueish companions.
Cloudesley Shovel and his fleet were de each officerand man was at his post, and in his fall broke a blaod vessel, and died on the enterprise of the Yankee spirit.
The They had taken him while in a state of in
the spot.
stroyed, in the days of Queen Anne, the bearing and countenance ofthe Captain
Islands are six in number, about 300 feet sanity or intoxication, and married him to
George came down unhurt, but when he
sang their song of death before, and the seemed to give encouragement to every per
high, running north and south, for the his present wife. He continued to live with
Dead Man’s Ledge replied in hoarser notes son on board.. With but a bare possibility beheld the gasping of the noble animal, and distance, say 2 1-2 miles, without any her, although his situation was very unpleas
behind us. To go ahead seemed to be of saving the ship and those'on board, he thought of his mother’s regard for it, he was ship passage between them. They are in ant, and would still be willing to undergo
death, and to attempt to go about was sure relied on his nautical skill and cour troubled. His companions hurried to the latitude 53 22, longitude 44 18, W., and almost any self denial for the sake of peace,
spot, and joined in the regret of George, anx
destruction.
26 miles north of the Shag Rocks, which but the bad temper of his dame, rendered
age, and by carrying the main-sail,
of i unsa^e to l*ve
^er
ancJ thereThe first thing that caught the eye of the which in any other situation would have iously inquired, 44 What will your mother doubtless form a part of the same ridge
i
fore
he
besought
the
Legislature
to grant
captain was the furled mainsail, whichI he been considered a suicidal act, he weather say—who can tell her ?”
mountains. I have not been able to send
At this moment they were summoned to you a drawing of their appearance. These him happiness. In the discussion on the
had ordered to be carried throughout the ed the lee shore, and saved the Constitu
breakfast. When seated at the table, Mrs. islands lying in the track that vessels are part of the bill, some wag remarked that he
evening—the hauling up of which, contirary tion.
to the last older that he had given on leav
The mainsail was now hauled up, by Washington said, 44 Well young gentleman, often driven to when bound around Cape was not the only man who was married
ing the deck, had caused the ship to fall off light hearts and strong hands, the jib and have you seen my fine sorrel colt in your Horn, makes the replacing of them on the while insane.
to leeward two points, and had thus led her spanker taken in, and from the light of■ rambles this morning ?” The question was charts a valuable acquisition to those who
A neighbor of ours, who enjoys the luxu
into a position on a “ lee shore” upon which Scilly'the gallant vessel, under close reef natural — but what a question it was I—No navigate those seas ; and it is now believed
a strong gale wa-s blowing her, in which the ed topsails and main trysails, took her de answer was returned. Upon this, George that the Spanish seventy four which sailed ry of an ‘ improved’ cooking-stove, says the
chance of safety appeared to the stoutest parture and danced merrily over the deep with a perfect frankness replied, 44 iMother for the Pacific Ocean with about 800 souls, Vermont Mercury, very innocently made a
your sorrel colt is dead.”
nerves almost hopeless. That sole chance towards the United States.
and never heard from, was wrecked on fire in it as usual, a few mornings since, and
consisted in standing on, to carry us through
This was followed by an exact account these Islands. I have been anxious, as an went to his shop while the stove was warm
44 Pipe down,” said the Captain to the
the breakers of Scilly or by a close graze First Lieutenant, 44 and splice the main of the whole affair. As the youthful and American, to learn all the inducements thsit ing up. On returning a short time after, he
along their outer ledge. Was this destiny brace.”—44 Pipe down,” echoed the First agitated narrator passed along in his story, a led Mr. B. to undertake this desperate and was met with a categorical flavor, and on
to be the end ofthe gallant old ship, conse Lieutenant to the Boatswain.
flush of displeasure was arising upon her dangerous adventure. From the best in opening the stove oven door, found his cat
crated by many a prayer and blessing from
(
cheek ; but it soon passed away, and she formation I can derive, I believe he was completely singed and baked to a crisp.
Boatswain
44 Pipe down,” whistled the
the heart of a nation 2
kindly and calmly said, 44 While I regret induced from the most laudable of motives, Poor puss had jumped into the oven the
to the crew, and 44 pipe down” it was.
preceding evening, while the stove was
{i Why is the mainsail up, when I order
44 How near the rocks did we go,” said I[ the loss of my favorite, 1 rejoice in my son hoping to rescue his friends and country
ed it set ?” cried the captain in a tremen to one of the master’s mates, the nextt who always speaks the truth fl
men from a frozen world.
It appears, a cooling.
dous voice.
I scarcely know in what terms to express few years since, his neighbor and towns
morning.
He made no reply, but taking
To take a speck from the eye.—We
“ Finding that she pitched her bows un down a chart,showed me a pencil line be my admiration of the woman, or of the man in Connecticut, Capt. Johnson, after
der, I took it in, under your general order, tween the outside shoal and the Light manner in which she treated this delicate consulting with Mr. B. and communicating lately learned a very clever and safe mode
sir, that the officer of the deck should carry house Island, which must have been a and difficult case. George was greatly in to him his views, sailed from the port af of extracting any little speck of dirt from
sail according to his discretion,” replied the small straight for a fisherman to run his fault and her rebuke was appropriate and New York, bound into the Antarctic seas. the eye, when it cannot be easily removed
by the hand. Il consists in licking it with
Lieutenant in command.
smack through in good weaiher by day commensurate; he frankly confessed the Capt. J. was heard from in a high latitude,
the
tongue. The person affected lays his
going
South,
since
which
no
information
11 Heave the log,” was the prompt com light.
whole wrong, and she expressed her high
head down with his face uppermost, and
mand, to the master’s mate. The log was
For what is the noble and dear old frig sense of his regard to truth. That speech, has been had of him.
thrown.
Mr. B. knowing the course he intended the operator desiring that the eye should
short as it was, I dare say told upon his
ate reserved !
si How fast does she go ?”
to
take, thought there was a possibility of be kept open, comes across it gent
I went upon deck ; the sea was calm, a heart—drew his mother nearer to his bosom,
44 Five knots and a half, sir.”
rescuing his friend, and like Capt. Back ly with his tongue, so effectually as to wipe
and
taught
him
more
lastingly
the
impor

gentle breeze was swelling our canvass
“ Board the main tack, sir.”
in search of Capt. Ross, reached into the it clear of the extraneous body. This we
isles of tance and value of truth and integrity, than
44 She will not bear it, sir,” said the officer from our mainsail to royal, the
icy world apparently regardless of the fate find has been a common practice among
Scilly had sunk in the eastern waters, and a volume of lecturing would have done.
of the deck.
He did not find any some classes of stone cutters.
‘It was by such means that this part of that awaited him.
44 Board the main tack,” thundered the the clouds of the dying storm were rolling the character of Washington was formed. positive knowledge of Capt. Johnson, but
off in broken masses to the northward and
Captain.—44 Keep her full and bye Quarter
he found eight wrecked vessels, and a bouse
Spruce Beer.—To make spruce beer,
westward, like the flying columns of a Under tutelage of such a mother the founda
master.”
built
from a wreck fitted for a winter’s res take 16 gallons of water and boii half of
tion of a character was laid, which was the
beaten army.
' 44 Aye! aye, sir !” The tack was board
idence ; he also found several graves, and it : let the other half be put into a barrel,
I have* been in many a gale of wind, and admiration of the generation that was co one body not interred.
For about six and upon this pour half boiling water ; then
ed.
temporary
with
him
;
which
has
lost
noth

44 Haul aft the main sheet,” shouted the have past through scenes of great danger ; ing of its glory to the present time,—and months, no labor, toil nor suffering was add 16 lbs. treacle or molasses, with a few
captain, and aft it went like the spreading but never before^nor since, have I experi will lose nothing, as long as his memory spared, and I learn from Capt. Hallett that table spoonfuls of essence, stirring the
the fatigues, exertions and dangers Mr. B. whole well together ; add half a pint of
of a sea bird’s wing, giving the huge sail to enced an hour so terrific, as that, when the shall last.
Constitution was laboring, with the lives
encountered,' were astonishing.
He was yeast, and keep it in a temperate heat, with
the gale.
Integrity of character I this is what we shipwrecked on an iceberg, 5 miles from
44 Give her the lee helm when she goes of five hundred men hanging on a single
the bung-hole open for two days till the fer
want
in
the
magistracy
of
the
land
—
in
the
small iron bolt, to weather Scilly, on the
Georgia, and by a miracle was rescued by mentation has abated.—Then bottle it, and
into the sea,” cried the captain.
Senate chamber—in the pulpit—in the another boat that was driven by accident to
44 Aye I aye ! sir ! she has it,” growled night of the 11th May, 1835.
it will be fit for use in ten days or a fort
Note — During the gale, Mrs. Livings neighborhood—in the family—every where. the spot where he was.—For three days he night.
out the old sea-dog at the binnacle.
—
What
a
world
this
would
be,
were
every
had with his boat’s crew been on this ice
44 Right your helm ; keep her full and ton inquired of the Captain if we were not
His health,
in great danger, to which he replied, as one upright—a lover of truth, justice and berg, being without food.
bye.”
The Rev. E. T. Taylor, of Boston, on
44 Aye ! aye ! sir ! full and bye she is,: 1 soon as we had passed Scilly, 44 you are equity I What a world it is because these however, appears better than when he Sunday forenoon beseeched “ God to
went south. We all wish him a happy re
as safe as you would be in the aisle of a things are so seldom found I
was the prompt answer from thé helm.
pity the speculator, the highwayman and
Mothers’ Magazine.
turn to his country, with the rich reward
church.” It is singular that the frigate Bos
44 How fast does she go ?”
the loafer!” He is one of the best preach
his toil and industry merit, and a long enton, Capt. McNeal, about the close of the
44 Nine knots and a half, sir.”
ers of the day.
revolution, escaped a similar danger while
Bleeding at the nose, if it be ever so vio enjoyment with his friends in North Amer
44 How bears (he light ?”
employed in carrying out to France, lent and protracted, may be permanently ica ; and can only say if the same zeal an
44 Nearly a beam, sir.”
Who has'nt ?— A writer in a New York
Chancellor Livingston, a relative of Ed slopped by the individual using some salted imates the national expedition, and all on
44 Keep her away half a point.”
paper
says—
board,
that
has
this
individual
undertaking,
ward
’
s
and
also
Minister
to
the
Court
of
beef,
which
has
been
grated
fine
with
a
gra

44 How fast does she go ?”
‘ I have seen a rich man’s son begin
St. Cloud. He likewise had his wife on ter, in the same way that he .would take a great triumph is in store for our country.
44 Nine knots, sir.”
I am, sir, with great respect, &c. yours where his father left off, and end where
board, and while the vessel was weathering snuff. Two or three pinches are said to be
44 Steady so !” returned the Captain.
his father began—pennyiess.”
truly,
J. G.
,
a
lee
shore,
Mrs.
Livingston
asked
the
sufficient
to
stop
any
fit
of
bleeding.
and
14 Steady,” answered the helmsman,

her that she never saw her father strike her i
The Loco foco organs are constantly |
mother. I think that Miss Jeannette, on crying out “ Swartwout was awAig.” Let us 1
that occasion, spoke only in regard to the af examine the truth ofthis assertion of the ad-1
The Jarvis Case settled.—The interesting fair at Siena.
Latest Jrom Peru.—Guayaquil, April 3,
vocates of a sub-treasury system. The Sen
SATURDAY, JUNE 15, 1839. •
1839.—Garnarra has taken possession of Li question pending between Dr. Jarvis and
The charge of cruel conduct at Siena re ate Journal, not yet expunged, shows that
ma. Callao has been sacked. Santa Cruz his wife has been, for the present, disposed fers to a transaction of which Dr. Jarvis Gen. Jackson nominated him for the office of j Virginia Election.—Full returns have
arrived here in H. B. M. S. Samarang, with of by the Legislature . of Connecticut. The vHote an account in his diary, at the time of Collector of the Customs at New York, on been received from this State. The imper
seven officers, on the 16th ult. all well. T^e prayer ofthe petition of Mrs. Jarvis was re its occurrence, on the 19th jatniary, 1830, the 14ih of January, 1830, vice Jonathan
confederation may be said to exist no longer. fused. After a full hearing, the committee which account was exhibited in evidence in Thompson, removed ; on the 25th March fect returns and rumors received last week
Here we are all quiet, and hope to remain so. reported that there was blame upon both his own hand writing.
Mr. Sanford of New’ York, and Mr. 1 lohnes were rather more favorable to the whigs
Journal of Commerce.
sides ; that the reverend doctor had not al
It was-also proved that for seven years of Maine, both whigs, presented reuion- than are the corrected returns which have
ways conducted with Christian mildness, and past, Dr. Jarvis and his wife have occupied strances against the appointment. Oii the
From Central America.—We are indebted that the lady was not free from fault. Such separate sleeping apartments. It was prov 29th of March, the nomination was coufirm- come to hand since the publication of our
to Captain Pederson, of the brig Patsy we have before supposed to be the case. ed to the committee that when she was mar ed by a vote of yeas 25, nays 21. Among last number. Below are the names ofthe
Blount, from Belize, for a file of the Belize The Report acquits both parties of any actu ried she was a young lady of mild and amia the yeas were Benton, Forsyth, Van Buren’s gentlemen who compose the delegation from
Advertiser to the 4th ot May inclusive.
al guilt; and recommends them to live to ble disposition, and on this point there was : Secretary of State, Grundy, his Attorney the “ Old Dominion” in the next Congress,—.
The paper of that date contains late advi gether in peace.. This we suppose to be no contradictory evidence.
It was also ) General, Woodbury, his Secretary of the < In the 15th disirict, Lucas (V, B.) is set down.
ces from Central America, which represent impossible.
proved that Dr. Jarvis was a man of mild Treasury,
locos. —
A- |as elected. If he is returned as elected, he
j, and other prominent
.....................
the condition of that country as wretch
The irondi lion ofthe parries is this :—they and amiable manner. After their marriage, «
ed in the extreme—torn by contending fac are no longer able to live together as man it also appeared, by the- testimony of many /O», Mote,
Holmes,
«.II not probably hold I,,s seat, as In,
tious amid whose disputes there is security and wife. Not having been divorced, they highly respectable witnesses, who knew and Sprague and Webster.—At that time the Sen-1 pefnoi'j Barton, (whig-) undoubtedly received
fur neither life nor property.
may agree upon a separation, with a certain visited them in their lamily, that Mrs. Jarvis
The states of Costa Rica, Nicaragua and allowance' made by the Doctor for her sup was governed iir her conduct by the strictest ate stood 27 Jackson and 21 whigs. ISee a majority of the legal votes cast in the dis. jict, and can successfully contest the seau
Honduras have broken loose from the con port ; or, she may, if no compromise is rules of propriety. Dr. Jarvis was a scholar Journal for 1829 and 1830, pages 401, 402,' tr
federation, and declared themselves free and made, claim of him such allowance and much devoted to his studies, and having an 403, 440 and 487. So much for Loco foco Allowing the return of Mr. Lucas, the dele
independent, —and again united themselves support, as their mutual station in life and extensive library, in which much of his time veracity.— Ohio Repository.
gation is politically divided thus
whigs 7
for resistance to the Federal Government.
his means will watrant. All such things was spent, did not probably take the Same
Arrival of V. S. Troops.—Tire troops conservatives 2', administration men 12.
Morazan, the President, and Carrera, the as are necessary for her to have, and use pains to render his family happy, that many
leader of the reformers, as they call them in her accustomed spbeie, the husband husbands do. The affections of those par at length have arrived, and the encampment Districts.
is formed, the Florida war being certainly
selves, have been publishing manifestoes must pay for.
Joel Hollaman, (V. B.) in place of
1
He should be forced to
against each other, each accusing his rival of make her a liberal allowance ; for, however ties appear to have become alienated from ended. Two companies arrived in the cars
F. Mallory, (W.)
on Monday. Ou Wednesday morning a
tyranny and treason. The latter, however, much she may be in fault, he is far deep
2
F. E. Rives, (V. B.) re-elected.
ThtHigh I cannot justify Dr. Jarvis’s con- company of dragoons from Carlisle in
appears to hitve proved the stronger, for we er and more wofully involved, in the
J. W. Jones, (V. B.) re-elected.
icl to Mrs. Jarvis, his general deportment Pennsylvania, crossed the river above
find a proclamation signed by him, and da sad consequences of ill-temper, pride ami
Geo. C. Dromgoole, (V. B.t re.i-e4
many
witnesses
to
have
Trenton,
and
rode
down
through
the
river
ted at the city of Guatemala, which he en malignant passions.
lected.
His
conduct
in
the
to
the
encampment.
About
11
o
’
clock,
sev

tered, it serins, without opposition, early in
John Hill, (W.) in place of J. \y
We give the following as the . sum, sub
of
no
justification,
eral
companies
of
artillery
marched
in
from
April} and, to use hisown expression,“ re-es stance, and conclusion of the matter by the
Bouldin, (.V. B.)
es, however, came N. Brunswick.— Trenton Stale Gaz. June 7.
tablished the legitimate government.”
6.
Connecticut Legislature.— Boston Tinies.
Walter Coles, (V. B.) re-elected.
to
the
conclusion,
early
in
the
session,
not
Thus it appears that Central America has
7
W. L. Goog-in, (AV.) in place of A,
{Correspondence
of
the
N.
Y.
Commercial.]
to
recommend
the
graining
of
a
divorce,
Death of Mrs. Grant. —We learn from Oobeen thoroughly revolutionized.
Stuart, (V. B.)
except in cases where the cruelty of the rorniah, Persia, that Mrs. Grant, wife of Dr.
Hartford, June 4th, 1.839. ?
According to orders from England, a
8
Henry A. Wise, ( W.) re-elected.
respondent
was
such
as
to
hazard
the
safely
Grant, American Missionary at that station,
Tuesday, 12 o’clock, y
British ship of war had visited the island of
9
R. M. T. Hunter, (W.) re-elected.
ofthe complaining party. In this case they
Ruatan and Bonac.a, and taken down the
The Jarvis divorce case has lost none of have not found such facts as within the rule departed this life on (he 14th January, after
10
J. Taliaferro. ( W.) re-elected.
an illness of 13 days. Her disease was bil
flag of the Central American republic, sub its interest, and the court room continues to
11
J. Minor Bolts, (,W.) in place of J.
stituting for it the British Ensign—those is be crowded with an eager and fashionable they had adopted would warrant a di ious fever. Mrs. G. was from Cherry Valley,
Robertson, ( W.)
lands being claimed as the rightful posses audience, a large number of whom are fe vorce. But I, for one, and others of the N. Y., an adopted daughter of Dr. Campbell,
12
J. Garland, (Com) re-elected.
committee, were of opinion that if t he Eng late Surveyor General of this State.
sion of Great Britain,.—JV. Y. Commercial.
males, and a majority of them seeming to lish practice of granting divorces a mensa
1.1
Lion Banks, (V. B.) re-elected;
JV. Y. Jour, of Commerce,
have taken sides with the doctor, though
14
C. F. Mercer, (W.) re-elected.
Cuba.—A correspondent of a Baltimore Mrs. Jarvis has a number of female friends el thorp? existed in Connecticut, this would
15
Wm. Lucas, ( V. B.),in place of J.
paper, writing from Havana, states that the seated near her, and seemingly in close con be a proper case (or the exercise of the
The Eastern Rail Road.—The editor of
M. Mason, semi Conservative;
Islam! of Cuba, which has heretofore found versation with her. — Much amusement was power.' And had we the power under this the Boston Daily Advertiser, speaking of the
16
Green B. Samuel, (V. B.) in place
a ready demand lor its sugar in the Russian had yesterday morning in the exattynation of
contemplated route of the Great Eastern
of J. S. Pennybacker, (V. B.)
market, has been superseded in the trade by Peter Kelley, green from the land ofthe sham
17
Robert Craig, (V. B.) re-elected.
pf Dr. Jarvis to provide a suitable separate Rail Road from Portsmouth to Portland,
the native cultivators of Russia.
rock— a confidential servant in the family, maintenance for the petitioner.
says—
18
G. W. Hopkins, (Con.) re elected
The manufacture of beet sugar has in who sided strongly With the doctor, and who
19
Andrew Beirne, (V. B.) re-elected.
“ We had an opportunity, a few months
We find nothing affecting the moral
creased to such an extent in the southern bad some difficulty with Mrs. J. on account
20
Joseph Johnson, (V. B.) re-elected.
and central provinces of the Russian em of his sister Biddy, who was also a servant character of either, and both, in the opmioii since, of examining a plan of the survey
21
Lewis Steenrod, (V. B.) in place of
pire, that instead of 100,060 boxes of white in the house, taking a cape belonging to ofthe committee, ought to stand before the which lias been made for this railroad, and
W. S. Morgan, semi Conservative.
sugar which were annually shipped from Mrs. J. by mistake ; and Peter, it seems, community in the same manner as they were surprised to find that so eligible a route
State Legislature.—In joint ballot of
Cuba to St. Petersburg, 40,000 boxes now took Biddy’s part in the matter. She was would it these proceedings had not been could be found, running in almost a direct
course, along the ocean shore from Ports the two Houses there will be a whig and
supply the demand.
.......
,
finally discharged, and Mrs. Jarvis, he
mouth to Portland. The distance does not
From Mexico.—Advices from Mexico wanted to make a chambermaid of
exceed 48 miles ; there is no ascent or de conservative majority of 14. In the Sen
have been received at New Orleans. On which he would not agree to at all. M r.
scent greater than 37 feet per mile : no curve ate the whigs' stand better than last year,
the 18th ult. Gen. Arista at the head of an Sheridan called him Patrick. That, he
of less radius than 2000 feet, and 40 miles of —in the House not so well, the administra
army of Centralists was within 15 miles of was not his own name in his own country,
the distance are entirely straight.”
tion party having a net gain of 6- delegates.
Tampico—and it was thought would enter and seemed to resent it very much.
The brig Granite run down at Sea, and
the city without resistance.
One Eng
The venerable Dr. Hotckiss was called
A Mr. Adam Rogers publishes in the Ban The vote of the two Houses, òn joint ballot
lish, one French, and one American sloop on the part of the petitioner, and gave her an three of her Crew drowned. —T\\e bark John gor Whig, aii accomit ofthe longevity of his will, it is believed, stand thus :—
of war were lying at anchor in the excellent character, from a child. He said Brower, Sutton, arrived here this morning father’s family, which shows the following
w.
Con.
L. F,
harbor, and had received on board the most that she had received her first instruction from New Orleans. On Wednesday night remarkable result. They were all born and Senate,
11
last
rim
into
the
brig
Granite,
which
caused
3
18*
valuable part of the effects ofthe residents, from him, (hat she was kind, amiable and af
brought up, lie says, in Marshfield, Massachu
67
9
58
belonging to those nations.
Many had fectionate to a fault, previous to her mar her to sink immediately. Capt. Sutton suc setts, and consisting of 6 brothers and four House,
ceeded in saving three of her crew, and three
----- left the place and business was at a stand. riage with Dr. Jarvis.
He was asked if others went down with the vessel. • The bark sisters. The following died at the ages set
78
12
76
The Texan minister to Mexico had been he had formed an opinion of Dr. J. previous
against their names.
received at Vera Cruz with gross insults, and to the marriage. After some hesitation he had her bowsprit carried away, and split fore
*One Senator—Mr. Poulson of Accomac—
sail
and
forelopsail.
Timothy
Rogers,
100
years.
not allowed to proceed to the capital. Gen. said he had ; that be had so expressed him
is here counted for the administration, hut
Since the above was in type, we have Israel Rogers,
105 years.
Urrea had been taken prisoner and convey self to Sarah (Mrs. J.) that he (the doctor)
the Richmond Whig thinks that, though an
107 years.
ed wounded to the city of Mexico—and would be the master. His testimony ap- received the following additional particu Peleg Rogers,
Amos Rogers,
85
“
administration man, he v III feel bound to re
Santa Anna was received by the populace peared to bear strongly in favor of Mrs. lars :
On Wednesday, the 5th, inst. lat. 36 10; Zacheus Rogers,
97 “
with the most extravagant demonstrations of Jarvis.
flect the senrimetits of his district, which is
Ion. 76 15, at 10 o’clock. P. M. the brig Gran Adam Rogers (my father)
104 “
joy. He is said to be taking the most active
Ebenezer Jackson. Esq. of Middletown, ite of New York, from Hallowell, Maine, with Lydia Lewis,
decidedly whig.
90 “
measures to recruit the army. Tranquility was here called, principally to show the
seemed to reign in the interior, and there value of Mrs. Jarvis’s Wardrobe, as he was a cargo of «granite, bound to Philadelphia, Betsey Tolman if living, is about 100
I have not heard of her death
was no apparent disposition to oppose the requested by Dr. J. when he left Middletown, was run into and sunk in less than 15 min
(TZ’The Legislature of New-Hampshire
utes, a few rods astern of the bark. The Eunice Ford died last year
100
Central Government!—Mercantile Journal.
assembled at the Capitol, in Concord,
to attend this trial. His testimony was that crew not being* able to get the boats out or Jane Oldham, if living, upwards
of a gentleman and scholar. He had also
Wednesday 5th inst. The Senate was or
of
100
Treaty with Mexica. — We are informed, been intimately acquainted in the family, any thing to save themselves, a boat was im
mediately
lowered
from
the
bark
and
picked
ganized
by the choice of James M’K. Wil
through a channel in which we confide, that and had several interviews with Mrs. Jarvis up Capt. Gray and his wife, Allan Neal and
Making their aggregate ages
988
‘
kins as Preside;.t, Asa Fowler as Clerk, &c.
Mr. Ellis carried out with him, on board upon the subject of her difficulty with her Houston, a colored man. The «names of
It is probable that Betsey Tolman and
The House made choice of Moses Norris
the frigate Constitution, which sailed a husband, at which he had told Mrs. Jarvis those perished were Wm. Blake of Hallowell, Jane Oldham died a few years since.
If so
jun. as presiding officer and of David 11. Col
few days since, a treaty negotiated at that it was indeed very surprising Dr. Jar 1st mate, James Chase of do., and Colson of it will reduce the amount somewhat.
Washington, and signed in the early part of vis was such a tyrant in his own family, Bath, Me., seamen.—JV. Y.Jour. of Com.
lins as Clerk.—The Senate is composed of
Mr.
R.
was
induced
to
publish
this
ac

April, by Mr. Martinez, on the part of the and at thesame time maintained such a char
count,
by
seeing
in
the
Wesleyan
Journal,
10 Van Buren men and two whigs ;—in the
Disaster.—Sch. Katahdin, (of Prospect)
Mexican, and Mr. Forsyth on the part of acter abroad for kindness and love. She re
plied it was indeed surprising, and she Colcord, from Bangor for New London, with ) a notice of a case of remarkable longevity in House, for Speaker, the Van Bure» candidate
a family that originated in Scarborough in had 150 voles, the whig candidate 78, and
the American Government. By the provis thought, as Mr. Bailey, the doctor’s student,
lumber, put into Portsmouth, this morning, in j
ions of this treaty, we understand, that with had said to her, that the doctor had two distress. Ou Tuesday morning about 2 o' this State, the children of which were eleven
there were 6 scattering.
in three months after the ratification of it bv characters, one for the public and one for clock, Cape Ann, N. E. by N. 21 miles, was in number, two of whom are still living, eight
having died at the age of eighty years.
the high contracting parties, two Commis his family.
run into by a steamer, supposed to be the
Portland Adv.
Robbery.—The dwelling-house of James
sioners are to be appointed by each power,
A few depositions wore then read, one of Huntress, Capt. Kimball, from Kennebec for
M. Deering, Esq. in Saco, was entered on the
which four Commissioners shall form a which, from the lady ofthe Rev. Mr. Pier Boston. She carried away bowsprit with all
(U^The editor of the Maine Cultivator (Mr.
board, to ¡»old their sittings at Washington, pont, Boston, was strongly in favor of Mrs. the rigging attached, both night heads, gam Drew) says that the best method of destroy- night ofthe 7th inst. and a trunk stolen there
mon knee and some ofthe waist plank forward, i ing the yellow hugs, which so frequently in- from, coDtainin g a Bank Boek, notes, and
to whom shall be submitted all private Jarvis’s character for domestic habits.
and started the fore woodings ; being lumber jI fest and destroy Cucumber and Melon vines, other business papers of considerable value,
claims, that within eighteen months after
loaded and so high out of the water, she did j is to pinch them between the thumb and fore
their first meeting, they shall examine andI
Remarks of the Hon. Mr. Perry, in the not
together with about S100 in money. The
leak. They heard the steamer coming,
decide on all cases submitted to their con. Senate, chairman "of the committee on had called all bands on deck and hailed her finger. The best time for doing this is lie- Trunk was found the next morning, about 2
divorces.
fore
breakfast
or
after
tea,
when
the
bugs
are
sideration. That immediately after the re
as loud as possible, but received no answer.
The general charge in the petition is, that
non It'being a dead calm, could not steer the sch. not so full of life as in the middle of the day. I miles from the village.— the money and a few
sult of their labor shall have been communi
papers of little value had been taken out. A
cated to the-Mexican Government, that Dr. Jarv is was morose and cruel in his tem- nor get out of the way. The steamer mere
’
per
and
conduct
toward
the
petitioner.
I
noise
was heard in the house about 11 o’clock
ly
stopped
her
wheels,
rung
the
bell
a
few
(C/
59
A
steamboat
called
the
“
Thorn,
”
has,
Government shall issue its bonds bearing an
During the first sixteen years of their mar
interest of eight per cent, to the respective ried life, there is little testimony on this minutes and proceeded on her way although we understand, been put upon the route be on the evening ofthe robbery, but it was sup
claimants for the amount of the award in point, except the depositions of her father hailed and requested not to leave the sch. No tween the Kennebec and Portland.
posed, at the time, to be made by some mem
notice was taken of the sch., no questions
their favor. That these bonds shall be re and sister.
asked nor answers made, although Capt. Col
A Score. — One might give twenty ex- ber of the family.
ceivable in payment of duties at the several
They testify, that he treated her at Bos- cord thinks that the vessels were not fnore planations of the word score ; but, music
Custom Houses of the Republic of Mexico,, ton with coldness, and manifested a morose than 100 yards apart when so hailed. When
English Turnips.—Hon. S. M. Pond, of
but that when large sums are presented at and unhappy temper. The parties were the steamboat struck one of her funnels drop ally speaking, it means a piece of writing
Bucksport, in a communication published in
which
embraces
all
the
parts
of
a.
compo

one time, or at one place, the Government married in 1810—were settled at Blooming- ped. Capt. C. says they had ample time to
may refuse to receive more than one half• dale in 181!, and removed to Boston in have cleared the sch. if they had had a watch sition ; and so called because a line, or the last received number of the Maine Far
1820, where they continued till 1826, when forward : he is of the opinion they had no score, is drawn from the top of the page to mer, says he considers English Turnips as
such amount.
the bottom, to divide the bars or measures. the most profitable crop raised on his farm.
watch on deck but the man at the wheel.
We are further informed, that all those they embarked for Europe.
Some years ago, a very talented but im From 6 to 800 bushels may be raised on an
Boston Daily Advertiser.
The first act of violence, to which evi
grievances of a public nature, which have
provident young man, ofthe name of Cole acre, with trifling expense for labor or ma
heretofore threatened to interrupt the peace dence was introduced by the petitioner, was at
Lyons in 1823. Miss Jeannette H. Jarvis, the
Tempest.—A cloud highly charged with eof the two countries, including the difficul eldest daughter, testified, that she heard her lectric fluid, passed over this place about 7 man, sold a song to a musical publisher, nure. In June, plough, cross-plough and
ties respecting Texas, are substantially ar young brother, then between two and three o’clock on the morning ofthe 25th ult. and and promised that he would score it (ar thoroughly harrow green-sward, rake the
range the orchestral parts) for him when
ranged in a satisfactory manner.
years old, repeating in the presence of her in its course exploded several times in this
sods into heaps, and sometime before the
N. Y. Courier
Enquirer.
father the words “ naughty papa to strike village and vicinity. The Catholic Church ever he pleased. The publisher called on middle of July burn them. Spread the ashes
mamma;” that her '‘father said nothing. was struck, but the fluid passed off without Coleman sometime afterwards, stating the
Reports have been in circulation during The daughter saw no blows inflicted, hut on doing but very little damage. A green house song was to be sung in public, and begged j evenly over the ground, sow the turnip seed
Coleman and harrow it in with a light harrow. Should
the.past week, that an American party near seeing her mother soon after discovered that belonging to David Woodward, used for the to have the score immediately.
Fish River have been violating the terms of her eyes were blood shot, and subsequently culture of the morns multicaulis, was also said he would find it at the Globe Tavern, the season be too wet for drying the sods, a
the arrangement entered into, previous to the black and hltte.
somewhat injured.—About a mile from the vil in Titchfield street. — Away the publisher small top-dressing of coarse kind of compost,
withdrawal of the militia of Maine from
The next occurrence was at Florence in lage, the house of Elihu Ellis was also struck posted (well knowing Coleman’s foible,
or rich earth, the soil from under an old
the disputed territory ; and we- understand 1828. This also was testified by the eldest and considerably injured, the lightning de
that a company of the 69th has been des daughter of whom it ought to be remarked, scending to the ground in several places, and concluded that he had pledg’d the! building, or leached ashes, will insure a crop.
patched to the Madawaska, to prevent far that she was on examination about seven shivering the corner posts to pieces, and composition) to redeem it. He asked the They should be sowed as late as the 15th of
ther inroads. We published in our last a hours—three hours in her direct examina twisting them as if they were but withes. landlord; if Coleman had left a score with
notice of a sale of timber at the Aroostook tion, and four hours under a very rigid There were five persons in the house at the him : mine host answered in the affhma- July to avoid injury by the worm.
Mr. Pond has fatted 6 or 8 cattle with En
by the land agent of Maine ; the original cross examination—and I never knew a time, and it is very remarkable, that they all live. “ How much has he had on it ?”
of which we retain ; and it is stated that the witness who came out from such a cross escaped unharmed. A man at work in the inquired the publisher: the answer was glish turnips. In one instance, a cow was
Americans have taken possession of an is examination more pure and unaffected hy it barn was knocked down by the shock. Two fifteen shillings.
“ Here’s the money,” p»nHked until the 20th of September, from that
land in the main river, upon which sentinels than she did. I consider her character as men in the barn of Ira McFarland, about two
...... said
...... ..........
.........cooly,
.......... i time to the 1st of November
........ ..... . she had good
“‘ Well,
Boniface,
are placed. We give these rumours as we unimpeached, and that full credit was due to miles west ofthis village, were prostrated by said he.
“ and there’s the receipt;” taking, at the j grass feed only, and then was fed with Enghearthem. The Hon. T. Bailey, commis her.
one of the shocks, but we do not learn that
same time, a wet sponge, and wiping off a 1 fish Turnips and hay, without water, and
sioner of crown lands, left Fredericton on
The affair was thus related by the wit any traces of lightning were visible. A barn
Thursday last for the Aroostook, probably
/shte
a sort of hieroglyphic score for sundry , kept constantly in the stable until 1st Jan.
in
Shrewsbury,
on
the
Boston
turnpike,
was
in reference to those movements ; and we ness : Her younger sister, then about nine struck, and.a valuable ox killed.
quarts and
pints,
tumblers
ofj! ® "'"f,lf
„
years
old,
had
dropped
some
ink
on
a
book
“
vvlih
” a,’,,)rummers
cold and
whhou,,
” which
'rtS' ‘7,,We°. fcs■
‘w» . ‘’“.t
presume bis Excellency, the Lieutenant
Worcester Spy.
she
was
studying.
Dr.
Jarvis
boxed
her
Governor, has been instructed to act with
he had furnished Io Coleman.
els of lnd,B„ me.„l were given her.-Sbeep
due promptitude and vigour, should any ears with the book. Mrs. Jarvis remarked
C/ulleu/iam Looter-On.- i "'•’‘y
failed rn hke manner, and in much
that
she
thought
the
punishment
too
severe
Scoundrel.
—
The
public
are
cautioned,
emergency requiring his interference again
________
_
>ess
time,,
in
autumn
or
the
early part of win^
foi
the
offence.
Dr.
Jarvis
then
advanced
through
the
Chicago
Democrat,
by
a
citizen
occur.—Fredericton {jV. B.} Sentinel.
°
toward her, caught her by the nose with one of
'
Babcock’s grove, Illinois, against one
Deputation to Palestine.—The general ;te1'
hand, and with the other boxed her ears.
Joel R. Fowler, an itinerant preacher, who assembly of Scotland, ata recent meeting,.)
A World Far Distant.— Professor Besser
A French servant maid, now residing in i
The following is
of Koningshurg, by a series of observations’ Dr. Jarvis’s family was introduced by &him sis a very great rascal.
Mr. Leigh, reported to have been killed’ i®
of him :—u He already has two wives determined to send immediately to Pales- I
on the parallax ofthe fixed star No. 91 ‘in as a witness, and testified, that when con- said
1living, in a distressed condition, and two tine a deputation to learn the state of the a duel in Mississippi, was alive at the last
Constellation Cyngns, has ascertained it to
with Miss Jeannette, during the last <children, and is now as young as ever, ready Jewish people in that country ; and, if the dates from the place where the affair occur
be distant 660,000 times the radius of the versing
winter, relative to an occurrence at Siena, tto marry the first pretty woman he can find. opening be favorable, measures will be ta- red, and hopes were entertained of his re
earth’s orbit of 62,700,000,000,000 of miles !
which 1 shall mention hereafter, she said to 1Let the public look out for the villain.”
I ken to send a mission to them.
covery.
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New England Gazetteer ; containing des-’ Destruction of the Town and Forts of Muc-\ Gale at Mauniee.—The Ohio, city Trans
criptions of all the States, counties and hie.—The Washington Globe publishes the Lupi
To Daniel Sewall, Clerk of the “ Kennebunk,
cript mi
of May 30, says, “ The gale of Thurs- i
HYMENEAL.
towns in New England : also descriptions of substance of Com. Read’s report tothe Navy I day after, ■noon was unusually severe at Mau- ’
Burying Ground Proprietors^
DMA ELECTION.-J^il^
the principal mountains, rivers,lakes, capes, Department, of his operations on the coast I mee. An
At immense amount of damage was : .
Saco, Mr. Joshua Deering,
e,',?ivci1
Ibis St««.
.l^ie subscribers, being more than
bays, harbors, islands, and fashionable re- of Sumatra, for the punishment of the plun- done. A large brick block, built by Mr. to Miss Abigail G. Warren,
""F ,lhl1 r,"ll0rs '«ei.Jt''
five of said Proprietors, request you
sorts within that territory : alphabetically ar- derers of the ship Eclipse. Com.Read on "Beebee, which cost some forty or fiftyv 1! ™In C^hanBMr Mulberry M. Merrill, to Miss »»
to call a meeting of said Proprietors, to be
ranged.
By John OAIWAKD.
Hayward.—
—VUO.
8vo.
visiting lotuamm
Qualiali »¡moo
Battoo ascertained,
ascertained, that
that the
theThousand dollars, was blown down and
nd two ' Oljve Libbey both of Saco.
/unguu. uy
. . j j viHiung
""’l'e lnVM«ble to ,1 '
In Limerick, Mr. Caleb Cole, to Miss Betsey held at the centre School-house, in Kenne
Thé
second
edition
of
this
work
has
just
l^
a
J
a
h
and
people
of
that
place
were
not
irn-j
children
crushed
beneath
it.
The
rest
of
11,0 '■"'■rectod return, , *
. ’
thebutoccupants escaped
without injury. ! Hayes' Boody.—Mr. John L. Sands, to Miss Sarah A. bunk, on Saturday the 22d day of June in
been issued from the press. So far as we‘ P■''jjjil
Bt;ated in(. l|he outrage
on the Eclipse,
to hand since the riilf
stant, at 6 o’clock, afternoon :
ii ,
• ,
r
. that one tof the pirates was then residing
there.
......»------< J
Commercial building was also severe- Jn
in Buxton,
R<
are enabled to judge, from a cursory exami- rrI "be enterprise
■
•
-- ••
•
Mr. Nathaniel C. Porter, to Mrs.
Io see if Said Proprietors will concur With
against
the Eclipse
was plan: |y damaged, the roof partly torn off and a Hannah
D. Gould.
are
the First Parish in Kennebunk, to remove
Mt
FV1 11 r» L i
' t.
î
L.
I 1
J
•
i ’ . .
1
nation of the pages of a copy which has Gil
edI. Mt
at
place
at ¡ÎIlliA
liule diutnnno
distance,
called
ofC <the
, R.a ÏHMP.A
■
. /»ollarl
------ Mucki^L
--------7(iportion
-------...e
wall tumbled in—besides a
In Cape Elizabeth, 29th ult. Capt. James C. the fence ofthe Burying Ground on the east
been laid upon dtir table by the publishers,
1
consent of tne Rajahs, and most of j number of other buildings in
L. that
/ city were Jordan of iNew-York, formerly of Saco, io Miss
01,1 .............. ..
inthene,,?"
erly side ofthe Meeting-house io the norther
......... i........
carried» .ithere. divested of -tlieir roofs, chimnetys, windows, ; Mary B Stanwood of C-. E*
' l-''l"lisuic.,Lu«S(V > we should think it was deserving ofthe pat- : rXrr SdT
ly side of the highway, or near it, and to have
e
.
..
,
°
T
‘
j
Com.
Read
demanded
of
the
Rajahs
of
both
I ! &c.
"'bcisren,,,,^'«-«
> the Hay Scales removed ;
ronage of the reading public.
It is finely places the demand of the jiirates residing
OBITUARY
And to act upon any other matter that may
arranged, and a vast number
.. ofi interesting
______ 1 within the limits of their authority. The
°>|w<-b.d>ly 1,0|,| |,|SS
Sunday Amusements.—Some 10,000 persons ;
DIED —In this town, 5th inst. Miss Lydia be deemed expedient.
within „a ^a.iaf,s declared their willingness to comply gathered at New-Orleans, on Sunday, the
........... „................
(whig; 1uu|„11|„ei|,11 and important facts are <embraced
William Lord,
Littlefield, daughter of Capt. Samuel Lit
small compass. The author,we are inform i with their demand, but pleaded their inabili- ! 26j b ult. to see a Mademoiselle Sciarra, a’rope tlefield, aged 17 years.
Enoch Hardy,
j ty. A specific demand having been made.of dancer, of twelve years of age, pass on a trelit
In Keunebtink-poi t, on Friday morning last.
ed, has been a long time employed in i the Rajah ofQuallah Battoo-, that the pirate
Wm. Lord, jr.,
»nd can successfully
ropususpended from the tops of the houses Air. Joshua Nason, junior, acred 45 years.
Hosah GoODWINj
collecting the information it contains, and has i resident there should be delivered, by a cer- across the street. A
In Beverly, 28th ult. Mr. “Benjamin Kriowlpranks
XA sailor attempted pidlil
...........................
Geo. Lord,
labored assiduously to make the work correct ! lain time, and the demand not having ueen On t|ie rope, fell, and wasso injured that he is, ton, afrfcd 73 years.
'
I'ubireally ,||v|,(ei|
Timo. Frost.
complied wiih, Com. Read ordered his l'vo since dead.
Bay Cotinty, Ohio, IVUCIlllJ*
recently, IV«
Mrs.
rs.
and valuable-. It will be found a convenient ships to be brought near to the shore, a
Kennebunk, June 10, 1839.
Fra
aged 80years, leaving
=. two’
and useful appendage to every private libra was opened upon the place, which was
URSUANT to the foregoing request, I
ir children, grand chilAugusta Dam.—The Kennebec Jour
ry. There are very few who do not fre tinned until tw6 oi the forts hung out while nalTne
hereby poufy the Kennebunk Burying
children, of whom one
Joel Hollatnan fv Ru
says that the acco’ints of the recent dis
ed a d
flags.
e are now living in that
Ground Proprietors to meet at the time and
F. Mallory,
A quently feel the want of such a volume for
Com. Read not conceiving that the circum- aster at Augusta, have been very much ex- | S ate
place, and for the purposes therein mention
reference.—The mechanical department of stan-ee justified the landing of a party to de- aggerated.—Instead of a total loss , of the use j
!
F. E. Rives, (v'Ru ,
ed.
DANI EL SEWALL, Pro. Clerk.
I
J.W. Junes, (V/B)"''* the work,—the printing, binding, &c.—is stroy Qualiah Battoo, he proceeded to Muc- of li>e dam, as we have had it repeatedly rep
SHIP
NEWS
Kennebunk, June 11, 1839.
resented
tons
by
those
whom
we
thought
!
lee,e(|C' “''""‘S“1«.®, highly creditable to the publishers.
kie, where the demand for the delivery of
well versed in these matters, the Journal says
KEi\ DEBUNK, JUNE 15, 2S39.
W9 SOWS*
Mr. Somes will visit this town, in a few the persons concerned in the piracy not be it will not cost over five thousand dollars- to
ing complied with, the ships were towed and
IRDS & Flowers, and other Country
days, for the purpose-of obtaining subscribers warped to a position for opening a fire upon stop the breach by a wooden dam,, and turn
Things ; by Mary Howitt ;
Ar. al Saco, 3<1 inst., sip. Joseph, Benson,
for the Gazetteer, when such of our citizens the town. The inhabitants were seen carry all the water over the main dam again; An Gloucester
Charles Hartland ; by the author of “ The
; 4th, sells. Lucy & Margaret, Mor
experienced
lumberman,
abundantly
responas feel disposed to add this to their collection ing oft their effects, but this was soon put a
rill, New-York ; Aridne, Rowe, Philadelphia ; Hanse ] live in
Stuart, (V. B.)
1 Ri> of books will have an opportunity to do so.
stop to, by a continued fire of a few guns sible, it says, has offered to eojttract to do 5lb', sobs. Korel', [fili: Boston 7/ Marcia, Smith,
Little Dove ; by Krumacher ;
it
for
that
sum,
and
warrant
his
dam
to
stand
do.;; FL,
’
.......................
from the ships* In the mean time a party
do.
7ih, schs.
Packet,
Hill, do. ; Mercator,
Little Downy ;
» ,uI"mV'|. I?'""’
as
long
as
wood
will
last.
The
Journal
fur

Sinith, do. 8th, sip. Packet. VVeare, York ; sch;
The Warning ;
n. M.ln1.
Hunter,
/Wi
Ladies’ Companion.—The June number of 320 seamen and marines, under Comman rier obsen e - that * the loss of propertv to the Thomas, Horn,
J
J.T..|
b.;ro
,(W)'iJ
Boston 5; lOlh, schs.
sells. Isabella,
der T. W. Wyman were lauded, ami formed
Happy Days ; by the author of “ Helen &
of this periodical has come to hand, It is on the beach. They soon moved forward proprietors is very serious, and they are to be Stevenson, do. ; Friendship,
F
. , do,—____
Sailed, 4th, Maria,” &c.
1
J,)1...... .
Wiii*.
commiserated,
but
the
loss
to
the
town
and
the
snh. Echo, Jordan, Boston ; 5th, schs. Monomoy,
embellished
with
a
steel
plate,
illustrating
a
upon
the
town,
which
to
their
surprise,
they
Robertson, (W.)
R
Tales of Shipwrecks ; by Thomas Bing
surrounding country is, we fully believe, only Nickerson, New-York ; Tryall, Pendleton, Lin
2
J. (iiirlaml, (Con.) re-efeg beautiful song, by Burns,—“ Now Westlin found abandoned, no resistance being made.
temporary, and vyill result in positive gain, colnville ; 7th, sip. Henry, Gillpatrick, Boston; ley f
The
town
was
soon
set
on
fire
—
the
dwellings
of
The Prophets ! Where are they ! Num
brig Lion, Gillpatrick, Pictou, N. B.
wins,”—a steel plate of the summer fashions,
the Rajahss and then five forts, were destroy by causing the work to be more thoroughly
J
C. !’• Mercer, (W.lre-elecm arid two pages of music.
Ar. at Boston, 12th, sch Nile, Bell, Rich ber 19 ofthe Temperance Tales ;
Its contents are ed. Trie guns ofthe forts,22 in number, were and safely constructed hereafter, and more
Rollo Books, by Jacob Abbott, viz ;
mond.
•>
Lucas,
entirely original
spiked and thrown into the ditch. A maga satisfactory too, to the community, inasmuch
Rollo Learning to Talk ; Rollo Learning to
At Havana, 28th ult. brig Lima, Nason, from
M. Mason semi ConsetJ
as
there
will
now
be
np
difficulty
in
construc

Read ; Rollo at School ; Rollo- at Vacation j
We have not as yet had an opportunity to zine of rice—a store house filled with pepper ting a passage way for the fish over the ridg Boston,— arrived 19th.
b
Green B. Samit<(V.gj
—several large bouts on the stocks, and every
Sailed from Matanzas, 22d ult. barque Bohe Rollo at Play ; Rollo at work.
of J. S. Peimybackerdfg peruse its pages, but we notice, among the
thing to be found of any value were all de es of the ledge which has been uncovered. mia, Nason, Hamburg ; 24th, barque Diantha,
For sale by
D. RE MIC IL
7
Bolmrt Craig,
names of the contributors to this number, those stroyed. The party then returned on board From present appearances, (he |.*>ih| above Williams, Europe*' ..
Kennebunk, June 15, 1839.
G. \V. Hopkins, (C0l!.|rei
the
dam
wdl
not
run
out,
and
the
only
navi

Sid. from Havana, 22d ult. ship York, Larra
of Mrs. Hofland of London, Miss Browne of without accident.
9
Andrew Beirne, (V. Ilj^
gation will still be, as it now is, through the bee, Cowes.
The Rajahs of Loosoo, and Qualiah Bat- lock.”—Portland Advertiser.
Liverpool, Mrs. Sigourney, Mrs. Stevens,
0
Joseph Johnson,
SPOKEN.'
Chief Justice Mellen, Professor Ingraham, too entered into engagements with Com.
May, 20, no 1st., &c. brig Fairfield, 28 days "OTHEREAS some evil-minded person or
Read to keep peace with citizens ofthe Unit
’ ’
persons have broken up and render
The Boston Allas, in a letter from Liver from York, Me. for Mobile.
W. b. Morgan, semiConseu and others, who are among the best magazine
ed Slates, and in case piracies against Amer
ed impassable the bridge over Wonder Brook,
•ate Legislature.-Ih joig writers of the day. The mechanical execu ican vessels should be committed, and the more, ip this Slate, gives an account of a
Ar. at Portsmouth', 2d, sloop Alert, (of Frank in my pasture : by rolling off the heavy rocks
runaway sub-treasurer Irom the town of Tur
.wo Houses there will beA tion of the Companion deserves special com pirates should take refuge among their peo
ner. lie was one of the most clamorous lin, Me.) Reed, Bangor, for Essex—on Saturday, placed thereon —and thereby exposing it to
ple, they should be either punished with Lotto Foco members in the Legislature last about 2 P. M. off Cape Porpoise, sprung aleak, lie carried off by the freshet
1 hereby of
ervative majority of 14. li'fc! mendation.
death, or delivered up to the government of year,—always preaching, like all good dem “
1
■' r started in the bottom, was fer a reward'of Five Dollars to any person
he
whigs stand belter tta|fii
about 1500 who will give information, so that the offend
Mr. Clay in Connecticut.—A meeting the United States for trial.—Boston Dai. Adv. agogues, the good of the people—-the dear
the House not so well, the
sc-hartre.
er may be brought to justice.
people. During the .war of 1839 he receiv
¡of the whig members of the Legislature of
DANIEL WISE*
party hnving a net gain of
The British Queen.—This noble steamer is ed pay as a legislator and as a militia officer
Connecticut was held in Hartford on the to sail from Portsmouth on the 1st of July ;
Kennebunk, June 12, 1839.
PROBATE NOTICES,
at the same time—all for the good of the
vote of the two Houses,on joint!
evening of the 21st ult. at which a series of and we are indebted to her consignees, Messrs. people we suppose, and not content with
it is believed, stand thus
STRAY COW.
resolutions, reported by a committee ap Wadsworth & Smith-, for a plan of her cabin, these disinterested acts of benevolence, he dt a Court of Probate held at SatWjf withd'for the County: of Yc
on the
W.
Con,
AME into the enclosure of the subscri
U, pointed to prepare them, were considered by which it appears that she will accommo returned home, pocketed, according to the
Monday
in
June,
in
the
'ear
of
date upwards of two hundred passengers. — letter in .the Adas, all he could lay his
ber, about a week since, a black Cow,
II
ord eighteen hundred and
’ty-nine,
and adopted unanimously. The resolutions’ She registers 2016 tons, and when we saw her hands upon as a sort of a sub-treasurer, and
with a line on her back. The owner is re
by
the
Hon.
WILLIAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
declare that the confidence of the Conven in the Thames, we were of the opinion that left suddenly for Texas it is supposed,
quested to prove property, pay charges and
take her away.
JOHN SM1TB*
in search of his fellow laborers in die
tion in the integrity, patriotism and-talents
ANNAH
THOMPSON,
executrix
of
Kennebunk-port, June 8,1839i
gre^t cause of Loco Focoism —Linn, Boyd, ä _JL the will of Benjamin Thompson, late
of Henry Clay is confirmed and strength
Harris and Jubal Harrington, id omne genus.
K iimebunk-port, in said county, yeoman,
ened by the daily history of his public life ;—
Portland Adv.
NOTICE.
ised, having presented her first account
that his effective and uniform support of the universal applause throughout the civilized
HE'subscribers having contracted with
uinistration
of
the
estate
of
said
deceasworld.
She
is
indeed,
a
mammoth
steam

- :------op American industry, his
,
.¡great
interests
Timber Sale.—'The Timber n ow in Aroos ed, forr allowance and also her petition for an
the town of Kennebunk-port to sup
tion man, he v til reelliow y
took Boom, cut liy the trespassers, is to be allowance out of the personal estate of said
port the poor of said town for one year from'
public services, in Congress during the er, and as beautiful as she is large.
When the Great Western sailed nearly all
the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice
last war, in Europe, at the Treaty of Peace, the berths in the British Queen had been sold by order of the Land Agent oh the deceased :
J5ih of this month. The timber in this
that they have made suitable prövisio’n for
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
executrix
in the Senate of the United States, where taken, and it was supposed that she would boom which was cut under permits from the
their support, and are. ready to fulfil their
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

lie has calmed the elements of discord and have a full freight of 800 tons measurement. State, it is said, |ias been permitted to pass ing a copy of this order to be published contract in every particular.—All persons aré
an extract from a k tier down the river at the request of the owners, three weeks successively in the Kenne therefore forbid harboring or trusting ány of
disunion, are recollected with gratitucTe r fuTiVa
Paupers on our account, or on account of
not a large bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
1
“ 1 yesterday went down to see tiie Brit q u ajiti t y', re mil ins
river, never having been put inuT~TWe^2£tlie said county, that they may appear at a rro- pay any bills of their contracting, of any ñamé
deucy, to any other of the distinguished ish Queen. They are completing tiie
id.
sam-'4^ixfjo lie held at Kennebunk, in or nature whatever.— We deem it proper td
and next week put in old cloths, carpets,
.; choice of James ®jgtatestnen vvho have been named for that cabin,
(
next, at ten ot rue|V]onday of August
beds,
and
begin
to
paint
her
from
stem
to
as President, Asa Fowler iisClni station, but are willing to support the nomi- ’
notice ‘hav
^x^contracted with'
Quick Passage.—tfk«-.^steamer Cleave and shew cause, if any they have, Cuj^jjoon, give
stern, outside and in. You will, as well as
Dr^Mitchellto rend f ü eVear above
House made choice of
nee of the whig national convention
that )every body else, be surprised at her massive land made a passage between Detroit and same should not be allowed, and the prayer e(ir
-^«AT¿llÚ'rCHlNS,3J.
as presiding officer anil of Daviil^ the patronage of the Executive has increas machinery.
Ail round the engine room there Buffalo on the 4th instant, a distance of 300 of said petition granted.
FRANCiö ivostoN.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ns Clerk.—.The Senate is coiii|h ed to an alarming extent, is increasing, is a side-walk (mi a level with the saloon miles, in the short space of twenty lour
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
A
true copy—Attest,
hours
and
forty
eight
minutes.
This
is
the
floor) protected by a brass railing, so that
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Jan Buren men nn<l two wliigs;-?, and ought to be diminished
and that a day visitors and passengers may have a fine quickest passage ever made between these
June 15.
' NOTICE.
ise, for Speaker, the Van
of Reform is looked for with deep anxie view of the machinery without interfering points.—ib.
F|pHE Schooner GRAPE wilt
150 votes, the whig cätidiÄ
ty, when justice and truth shall prevail, with the men. There is a separate entrance
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, with
JL sail from Perkins’ wharf,
Mr. John L. Stephens has been appointed
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
“ when tTie principles of republicanism shall to it from the deck ; the ceiling of it is pane were 6 scattering.
in Kennebunk-port, and from the
Belled,
and is to be painted oak and var special agent to the government of Central
Monday
m
June,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
restore to us the strict construction and faith nished. They are cutting port holes for America—the office to which the late Mr.
_ ____ T. in Boston, as a regular Pack
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the et between Kennebunk-port and Boston,
ful observance of the constitution, the sup putting in coals under deck, and Rob Leggett was appointed, and which was leii
Hon. VVM. A. HAYES, Judge of said and will sail every week from Kennebunk to
Deering, Esq. in Saco, waseiH< port and protection of every department of erts declares she shall be. kept clean.
vacant by his death.—ib.
Court :
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
H ofthe 7th inst. and a trunks^ the General Government in the exercise of will be highly ^ratified with her arrange
N the petition of Samuel Emerson, for and weather permitting. ‘ For Freight or
was tying
ments
throughout.
—
Her
‘
funnel
’
Three
hundred
and
one
dogs
were
killed
administration
of
the
estate
oi
Rich

n, eontainin g a Bank Book,«#, the constitutional powers—specific apptopiiPassage apply to the store, of D. & S. Ward,
on deck, and 1 took a promenade of 60 feet in Philadelphia, in the month of May. “Sasard Thompson, Vale of Kennebunk, in said
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
ations-low salaries, strict accountability for through, hat on and all standing.”
•r business piqrersof
senges are uncommon cheap” in that city.
county, deceased, praying that administra
D. & S. WARD*
no interference by the
uher with about §100 in in*'] public moneys—-ami
:
tion of the estate of said deceased may be
Kennebunk-port,
April
11, 183.9.
Consul
at
Mr. J. L. O’Sullivan, of the Democratic granted to said petitioner :
nk was found the next morning office holders with the freedom of elections.”
At the request of the American
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
Havana, the Governor General of Cuba has Review, has been nominatevl to the Secre
>s from the village—the money8«i>
FOR BOSTON.
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
Ruta Baga.—A correspondent of the Al sanctioned an ordinance to regulate the taryship of the Legation at Paris.
ers of little value had been takenoi.
and to all persons interested in said estate,
HE new schooner ElizeP
employment of seamen in the port of Hava
!e was heard in the bouseatalil# bany Cultivator says he fed his cows last na. This ordinance or decree declares that
The Bangor Whig says that a company by causing a copy of this order to be
beth, Lewis L. Worm
Kennebunk Gazette,
wood master, will run during
in that of the 69th Regiment was to leave Wood- published in the
he evening of the robbery,.tot¡1* winter with Ruta Baga turnips and that on no captain or master of a vessel
^the ensuing season as a regular'
this food they improved in flesh and quantity port, shall harbor or employ any sailors or stock on the second inst. for the Grand printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
id, at the time, to be made by*«1
weeks successively, that they may appear at Packet between this port and Boston. The
of milk
it did not vitiate the flavor of the mariners, unless said sailor shall first pro Falls, to occupy the Madawaska territory.
a Probate Court to be holden at Kennebunk, Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for
duce to him a regular discharge from the
of the family.
milk or the butter. His method of feeding vessel he last served in. A fine of filly dol
in said county, on. the first Monday1 in j Passengers. Freight will be received on acTO
PARENTS
I
August next, at ten of the clock in t'1 e ,I commodating terms and carefully attended to*
is, to cut the roots fine, and on each mess, af- lars is imposed for each sailor who may be
Inglish TuRNiPS.-Hon.SJ.P«
the followingforenoon, and shew cause, if any they For freight or passage apply to Ezekiel
........
being deposited in the mangers, to sprin- employed without a certificate, and the fine
DR. WM. EVANS' CELEBRATED S00THksport, in a 4co,»mum»
----, > kleasmull q,|antity of fi„e s„|,.-He gave is raised to one hundred dollars?, in every JNG SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING. have, why the prayer of. said petition Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, of
should not be granted.
lease where the sailor may have been re
last received number of
to the Master on board, at Capt. Daniel
each cow half a bushel per day, with cut hay. j ceived on the day the vessel cleared at the m^HIS infallible remedy has preserved hunWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
, says he considers
nsiders English M
Curtis’s wharf.
II
dreds
ofchildren,
when
thought
past
re

A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.
u
most profitable crop raised on M —The same writer says that Carrots, fed to custom house. This decree of the Governor
Attest,
W
m
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
covery,
from
convulsions
As
soon
as
the
feyCows, will increase the quantity of milk at of Cuba aj»pears to be a very judicious one. rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov
June
15.
m 6 to 800 bushels may he rm® .
least one third, and give to the butler a beau and shows moreover in what estimation Mr. er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
& OIJL.
Trtst is held by the authorities in Havana.
with trifling expense for
cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to’
School Hooks.
HE subscriber has on hand a general as-»
N. O. Courier.
3.
In June,^1* tiful rich flavor and color.
let its gums be rubbed with it. When infants UNION Questions, Vols. 2, 3, 4 and 5 ;
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL
are at the acre of four months, though there is
Fox’s Ministry of Jesus Christ,2 vols.;
The GiRAFFE.-This rare animal is now be
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
•oughly harrow gr^;»
More Indian Murders. —slip from the St. no appearance ofj teeth, one bottle of the Syrup’
Questions to Fox’s Ministry ;
which he will sell at a small profit for the
ing exhibited in Boston. It is the first one ever Josephs’ Times, (Florida.) contains the fol should be used on the gums, to open the pores.
Allen’s Questions ;
oraPI.rov^k.HraBARD(
Parents
should
never
be
without
the
Syrup
in
brought
to
this
country,
and
until
within
a
lowing sad account:
die of July burn them. ^e' ;
Malcom’s Bible Dictionary ;
the
nursery where there are young children : for
At
Iola,
thirty-eight
miles
from
St.
Jo

nd, SOW tbet^ few years it has not been seen in Europe. We
Zenner’s Musical Manual, for Sabbath
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839*
flyover the grou
sephs, the Indians murdered fifteen families, if a child wakes in the night with pain in the
harrow it in with a light ia» J hope the proprietor will give the- “ eastern
gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op Sc
consiiting of thirty persons. News came last ening the pores
e gums—thereby {
Sabbath Note Book ;
folks” an opportunity to look at this beautiful Saturday night, (11th,) the drums beat to arms,
,e«Sn» be .oo.retror.trjmS *
Todd’s Lectures to Children ;
- Convulsions, Fevers, Are.
and fifty persons volunteered to go, and are prevention
animal.
HE next Term of this Literary Institu
|| top-c'ressing of coarse kn» •
(Ej=A severe case of Teething with Summer
Bible Illustrations ; or a description of
only waiting to hear from the Governor, res Complaint, cured by the infallible American manners and customs peculiar to the
eb Ll., .be soil fro.»
tion will commence on Wednesday
A good move.—We learn from the Demo pecting arms and provisions ; on the arrival Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. Mthe 26th of this month, and continue 12
I
East.
.
crat, that the inhabitants of Biddeford voted, ofthe news the drums beat to arms immedi Pherson, residing at No. 8 Madison street, !
A large assortment of Books suitable weeks The services of a faithful Assistant
y sbouia beeo.vedasl.wW
N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of j for Sabbath School Libraries and presents to are secured .-Terms for Tniiion as usual.
intown meeting, on Saturday last, to bor ately.
fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the
L. COLBY, Secretary Trustees*
! Sabbath School Children—published by the
row $500 to repair the Western Free
-The Northern Frontier.—On Friday, the Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia- Sunday School Union, &c. &c.
.o avoid
Kennebunk, June 15, 1839.
r. ........ IbasfrKedeor^;
ink, Amer ting pain during the process of dentition, being
Bridge, provided a like sum is appropriated 17th, a mob at Brookville, seized the
For sale, as low as can be purchased, by
ican schooner G. S; Weeks, wlhich stopped ■ momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
.turnips. In one "'sl’lie' („ by Saco for the same purpose.
D. REMICH.
■
' bowelswere exceeding
loose, and no food could
NOTICE.
there
with
a
cannon
on
board,
on
her
way
to;’ . Almost immediate
D. R. is publishing a series of little Books,
the 20.1. o''8*'
'tll!
HE subscriber havin'g contracted with
retained on the stomach,
Erratum.—It was stated in a small para Ogdensberg from Oswego.-Col. Worth, I?«
to
which
the
attention
of
persons
selecting
ly
on
its
application,
the
alarming
symptoms
ceas

to the Is. of Noremta
(
the town of Kennebunk, to support
graph in our last number, that $50,000,000 of who commands the U. S. forces on that ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on books for Sabbath School Libraries or presents
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
frontier, immediately proceeded to Brook the gums, the bowels in a short tune
time
became
|
i
nv
ited.
“
The
Beautiful
Temple
”
—
the
first
the Eastern Rail Road Stock had been sub ville, in the U. S. steamer Oneida, to demand
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
for the benenatural. As a tribute of gratitude for'the
'
...
scribed for by citizens of Portsmouth. It reparation, but the vessel was not surrender- j fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction- | of the series—is already published—“ The vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
c-o''".'.'nlly in 'be s‘*
Diamond
”
will
be
published
next
Monday
particular
in
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
should read, we hardly need say, $50,- e(j untl) a British regular force was sent ed publicity to the above. Pray
T- . be
oz-rrAmiT
,
G and “ The Eagle’s Nest” in a few days.
applying for Dr. WM. EVANb SOOTHING
of said town on his account or on account of
over
from
Kingston.
—
-Boston
Daily
Adv.
000.
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0
’
s
are
intrusive
fellows,
and
,lg the last .«o
Kennebunk, June 12, 1839.
there 'are- __
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counterfeits ndadgYjj,(Jp
.«vAL-hnnniArffiits
the town, as he will pay no bill for their'
f Indian meal
S”
d;« when they range themselves at the right hand
Princival
100 Chatham Street.
support.
ALEX. G. FUBNALD.
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—Office,
M
The
Wife
of
a
Boston
Boy's
Grandson.
—
It
WANTED,
AGENTS.
be fatted in like man» .
of figures make an astonishing difference is supposed that the Peel ministry were outKennebunk, May 1, 1839.
V
good HORSE, by the subscriber.
.¡„.„i,, „t.tn.nnorlbe«11’1
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me- ;
manoeuvred by the beautiful Marchioness ofi 8. L. Goodale, Saco ;
B SMART.
in the size of a story.
Emigration to Illinois.-The papers in Illi- Normanby.-Who rules the Queen rules
Kennebunk, May 31, 1839.
James Crocket, Norway ;
,ig calculate
calculate on
on an
an aug...~
augmentation
noi§
-------- of no less England, and England rules nearly a woi d. | Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
¿3*0^ CASKS THOMASTON LlMfi,
.
,
remich 30
for sale by
S. H. GOULD.
than 40,000 persons to their population this Thus the Marchioness’of Normanby is the\ J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
r. Le.gh, report«!
vear. The land sales in that State, they say, greatest woman in the world at present. She I Henry
..... Cushman
........ , , Corner of Plumb and^MidKennebunk-port,
June
7,1839.
Misäissippt, «s
f,¡(* have already exceeded $50,000 per month is marned to the great grandson oi a Boston file Streets Portland, Me.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
' from »be place
for some time.-Port. Adv.
boy named Phipps.-JV. Y. Sun.
J une 8, 1839.
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SALT RHEUM

HE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in BRANDRETIFS PILES
N LOW SPIRITS.--Low spirits is a I
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
HE subscriber having, as he has reason
certain state of the mind accompanied
_
P O_E T R ¥ ________ by indigestion, w herein the greatest evils are i and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis proved by the experience of thousands to
to believe, discovered a certain cure for
be,
when
properly
persevered
with,
a
certain
demonstrated by the increasing de
the Salt Rheum ; and which may also be
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and factorily
I
7
BROKEN TIES.
cure
in
every
form
of
the
O
nly
O
ne
D
isease
,
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient mand for them in every State and section all having the same origin, and invariably arise considered as a remedy for various other
BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.
medical writers supposed this disease to be of the Union, and by the voluntary tes from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, humors, or cutaneous diseases, would inform
confined to those particular regions of the ab timonials to their remarkable efficacy which j namely, IM PURITY or IMPERFECT circula the public, that he has applied for anti re
The broken ties of happier days,
ceived the United States Letters Patent,
How often do they seem
domen, technically called hypochondria, are every where offered. It is not less from i tion of the BLOOD.
To come before our mental gaze,
which are situated on the right or left side of ' a deeply gratifying confidence that they are i In a period of little more than three years in from the proper authority at the city of
Like a remembered dream.
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo- J the means of extensive and inestimable good ‘i the United States, they have restored to a state of Washington, lor said remedy, which he de
• VOL :• XX
[among his afflicted fellow creatures, than'
Around us each dissevered chain
and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED nominates a Compound for the cure of the
chondriasis.
J from interested considferations, that the pro- health
In sparkling ruin lies ;
qj-jouSAND
persons,
who
were
given
over
as
<
Salt
Rheum
and
other
Diseases
of
the
Skin.
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
And earthly hand can ne’er again
He is aware that some may doubt, wheth
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or prieior of these pre-eminently successful ¡n0I]rable by physicians of the first rank and
Unite those broken ties.
medicines is desirous of keeping them con- standing, and in many cases when every other (er there is any cure for this disease. He has
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas stantly
AMir MAI
before
the
public
eye.
The
sale
of
rem
edy'had
beenresorted
to
in
vain.
Many things,
pUBblSf li|p EVE
The parent of our youthful home,
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal every additional box and bottle is a guaran-! In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it often doubted it himself.
however, once deemed impossible, are now
The kindred that we loved,
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
ame
Far from our arms perchance may roam,
accomplished.
the attention upon any subject of importance
tettai ti-s’
To desert seas removed.
Office
theh
Salt
Rheum,
he
knows
by
sad
experience,
or engaging in anything that demands vigoi
J THE
Or we have watched their parting breath,
w,n bo is disorder not easily conquered. He was
terms '■
or courage. Also languidness-the mind be ■,.,„„...,1 ¡Mener»! health ; for h. no c«e
And closed their weary eyes ;
tei per al
of
suffering
Itoin
disease
can
they
be
taken
.
b
verinjr
in
the
use
of
these
Pills,
himself
dreadfully
afflicted
with
it,
more
'po
dolíais
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
And sighed to think how sadly death
luteresi will i)e chat
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a in vain, lhe proprietor has never known j This great principle of “ PURGING ’ in than twenty years, and at times for months
Can sever human ties.
tl at t
(iinain u«P!|¿Inued,
l
total derangement -of the nervous system.— nor been informed of an instance in which s;c|tness ls beginning to be appreciated. It is together, was unable to labor, and some
they
have
failed
to
do
good.
In
the
most
f
oun
d
uiuch
more
convenient
to
take
an
occatimes
even
to
walk,
or
dress
himself.
He
The friends, the loved ones of our youth,
¡ II arre;
The mental feelings and peculiar train of
1 A
Xpublisîfr doe
They too are gone, or changed,
ideas that haunt the imagination and over obstinaie cases of chronic disease, such as sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be always applied to many physicians, and tried vari
i|iy ad
chronic
dyspepsia,
torpid
liver,
rheumatism,
well,
than
to
send
for
a
Doctor
and
be
bled,
Or worse than all, their love and truth,
ally error in
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di asthma, lien ous and bilious head-ache, cos- blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that ous things prescribed by them and others, but
Is darkened or estranged.
ail(l
lirnU-tlVHC,
. IHIMVI CU ? anu ounvatcu Willi UW
charged for i 4 inser
found little relief.
versity. The wisest and best of men are as j livened pile*)US
! oeneia!
They meet us in the glittering throng,
«eneral debility, scrofulous if you are.not
are not killed, you will be sure to have
In
the
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of
1833,
being
very
sick
with
’
.
I
*
”
.
I
»
>
— ll.r.
V.,1 ^1-iHO-kl A tlino If mxcxr. A r,/"l I II O /~Y Y1 1 V i IM ft
open
to
this
affliction
as
the
weakest.
With cold averted eyes,
swellings »,.<1 .llien., scurvy, salt rheum, rm<l ; months of miserable weakness, and lhe only one the disease, he had well nigh given up all
iSCI
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of >111
And wonder that we weep their wrong,
I w■ who
ho is isbenefit»
ed is isy ou
r Duct
or. Look at the
ofThenrinn«
organs•>’ n,
'arid
henefitted
your
Doctor.
all
...........othei
..........................
ehionic
■
.; ,
g*
”
...
difference liolimon
between tliA
the flnnPii
appearance
r nr
of those two hope of recovery. At that time, he received
treatment
are
to
remove
indigestion
and
And mourn our broken ties.
rough
Lord
J
eraonq —one has been treated by your regular from a friend a list of articles, chiefly indi.
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir- membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity ~pererr.s
dolio«
and
permanency
which
lew
persons
would
Oh 1 who in such a world as this
genous
to
our
own
fields
and
forests,
and
practitioner
—
see
how
pale
and
debilitated
he
Tini
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Could bear their lot of pain;
’ter
citn philGtoplb
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con theoretically beiieve, but to which thousands is, see how the shadow of death throws his admitted to be good for the complaint, which
Did not one radiant hope of bliss
have testified from happy experience. In solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, articles he immediately censed to be procur
work,
versation.
The
bowels
(if
costive)
being
care

jini
’
s
new
Unclouded yet remain ?
ÏIL”
fully regulated by the occasional use ol a colds and coughs,, which,, if neglected su- ' see howlie trembles in every limb; his eyes ed. With these tilings and others, which he
That hope the sovereign Lord has given,
d George
; his teeth destroyed —his constitution, had before found in some degree beneficial,
Xf t
mild aperient.
We know nothing better perindure the rmost fatal diseases of the sunk
Who reigns above the skies ;
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how he formed a compound, and applied it to his
lungs,
and
indeed
of
the
viscera
in
general,
« One
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm.
Hope that unites our souls to Heaven,
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He diseased and distressed frame. In three
terlinnij J our
Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer these medicines, if taken but lor three or
By faith’s enduring ties.
most inveterate case of Liver comfour
days,
never
fail.
Taken
at
night,
they
;
says,
weeks, he can say with truth and pleasure;
tain in their operation. The bowels being
any age,J a |iplaint —“ nothing but the most energetic reme-. and be ought to do it with much gratitude,
Each care, each ill of mortal birth,
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile £so promote the insensible perspiration, and ! dies
saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
who slanr.s ah
so
relieve
the
system
of
febrile
action
and
Is sent in pitying love,
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,, that he was comparatively well; and shortly
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
these two ¿liara
To lift the lingering heart from, earth,
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and feculent obstructions, as to produce a most better say.—So to save life you must half poison| after was restored to perfect health, so far
And speed its flight above.
tan sustain, anc
delightful
sense
of
convalescence
in
t|ie
with
,
that
comforter
of
the
teeth
and
gums
—
■
as
regards
Salt
Rheum
;
and
continues
so
to
without
dispute
have
proved
a
great
blessing
And every pang that wrings the breast,
morning; and though the usual symptoms MERCURA — and positively make a man mis’ this day
the first I ut in
a period of five years.
to the numerous,public.
Abd every joy that dies,
vflhe greyest
Hundreds of persons, afflicted by this
Some physicians have recommended a ofa cold should partially return during the erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
Tells us to seek a purer rest,
curing. Shocking folly 1
bore the s ?cond
grievous malady, have made use of this
And trust to holier ties.
free use of mercury but it should not be re day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the called
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—-the
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag next hourof bed-time will almost invariably, man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver medicine ; and, as far as he can learn, it has
greatest f «pire
effect permanent relief, without further aid.
rarely failed to give satisfaction. In some
state of Maine.
gravate the symptoms.
Complaint
—
he
has
the
firm,
elastic
tread
of
In this trn
Their effect upon fevers of a more acute and
Resolve proposing an amendment of the Con rglllE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- violent kind is not less sine and speedy, if ta conscious strength, his countenance is clear cases its good effects have been truly won
seems
to oconct
JL nied that whilst many medicines
and
serene,
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eye
and
sparkling
(i
IJ U BUI
v I Ju j 11
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J D is
i “ full
l U > I (1
11U «
pn • •• •• • 4. with | derful. *
_
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stitution of the State.
ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons : the
ionslitoti (tn oft
feeling
of
new
life
and
animation
he
has]
He
will
not
state,
as
too
many
do
?
that
bis
which
are
recommended
to
the
public,
have
"O ESOLVED, Two thirds of both Houses
retiring
the archinitt of
---- M to tied with inflammatory
,
... * symptoms
i ■ •. :! been confined
■'
a few
" days
’
to his
‘ ’ bed,
’ • but
■ * he
* - us- , Compound is a cure for all diseases; but he
Fib of the Legislatu re concurring, that the not even the negative merit of harmlessness, o(
lhe most alarming kmd, wtl awake with , ed notbinff but the TIWE Brandreth Pills, and i has reason to believe that it is not only a
lhe humblest st!
there
are
others
which
it
would
be
great
in

Constitution of the State be amended by strik
the gratifying consciousness that lhe fierce soon rose wi(|10ut arty injury being sustained
his talent» and
ing out the fourth section of the sixth article justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea- by bis constitution. Instead ofbeing months in - cure for Salt Rheum, but good for all hu; mors, such as Ring Worm, Scald Head,
place in society
thereof, and substituting in the room thereof, volve, untried, in a cotnmqn condemnation. sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral a weak‘ state .....................
he will be stronger, after~ he 1has
““
the words following, viz : “ Section 4. All ju And when a medicine comes endorsed with turgescence, iho’ long established, and visce entirely recovered the attack : because his Shingles, Leprosy, &c. &c. It has also
the help ponly
been
used
for
the
Piles,
with
the
best
effects,
dicial officers, now in office, or who may be all the great names that have adorned the ral inflammations, however critical, will yield blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
application, an
No
person
need
fear
any
evil
from
it,
hereafter appointed, shall from and after the annals of the medical profession, and war — the former to small and the latter to large ing purged awav the old and impure fluids, the
loftier flidits '
first day of March, in the year eighteen hun ranted by the seal and signature of long and doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne however old, or young, or feeble ; for it is
genius al line ca
dred and forty, hold their offices for the term uniform success, its proprietor makes no un ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless down by useless particles, but has renewed his simple, and may he applied with safety.
let’s boy» who
The following certificates and recommen
of seven years from the time of their respec reasonable demand upon the public confi ness, and very many other varieties of tfie life and body both.
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s dations show how effectual this remedy is,
bad no c cverin
tive appointments (unless sooner removed by dence, when he claims for it a superior con Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de when properly applied, viz :
impeachment or by address of both branches sideration
lhe dews , of tl
cacy
of
the
Phenix
Billers.
Full
directions
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and From the Rev. Josiah T. Hawes, of EdgeThe CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
of the Legislature to the Executive) and no
proud ch Itiinioi
for
the
use
of
these
medicines,
and
showing
corrupt
humors
of
the
blood
;
those
humors
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
longer, unless re-appointed thereto.”
comb, Me.
be the Gmbas
inbas
their
distinctive
applicability
to
different
which
cause
disease
—
they
impede
the
func

Resolved, That the Selectmen of the several enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au complaints, accompany them ; and they can tions of the liver when they settle upon that
which htlijiad I
To all whom it may concern.
towns, Assessors’ of the several plantations, thority in existence condemns it, every medi he obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367 organ, ant) which, when they settle upon the
This certifies that my wife, after having
haughty un on a
and Aidermen of the cities, are hereby em cal practitioner that is acquainted with it Broadway, where numerous certificates of muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times,
been hi: i¡ ullie
freely
acknowledges
its
pre-eminent
virtues,
powered and directed to notify the inhabit
nerves,
produce
gout
;
or,
upon
the
longs,
proespecially
in
the
winter
season,
for
mart
ants of said towns, plantations and cities, in and that the latter should do so in opposition their unparalleled success are always open to duce consumption ; <or. upon the intestines, cos- ^an iweive yearSy applied about one year ago
Then nhe ha
the manner prescribed by law, at their next to their personal interests, must be attributed inspection.
tivenessi ; or, upon the lining of n..
the hL.nd
blood ves- i to M1..Wi|1iain B,Tr<ifant of Bath,Ibra cer
well as sídver
For
additional
particulars
of
the
above
annual meeting in September, to give in their either to their candor and love of truth, or to medicines, see Moffat’s ‘ Good Samaritan,’ a seis, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train tain oinbnen/ and medicine which he had ad
unhurt I irougl
votes upon the following question, viz: — their unwillingness to fly in the face ofall ob copy of which accompanies the medicines ; of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and, vertised as a cure for this dreadful disease.
dinary a aíren
all
who
behold
them.
“ Shall the Constitution of the State be so a- servation, and the testimony of thousands.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is ‘She obtained it, and used it for several weeks
neyman never
(
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that a copy can also be obtained of the different
mended as to strike out the fourth section of“
w ho have the medicines for sale.
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve- j; agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Tiufant,
dependeiI ce in
the 6th article, and substitute in the room his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis Agems
1
when
to
her
great
joy
she
found
herself
to
French,
German,
and
Spanish
directions
ry
other
form
of
disease
;
this
is
no
mere
asser-i
.
thereof the words following ? viz : “ Sec. 4. eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
perance imore
_
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it appearance perfectly
cured, She has had
All judicial officers, now in office, or who may mits that they will not. He lays no claim to can be obtained on application at the office, is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming some «»«,.»1!
liius wa;ai a ib
small symptoms nf
of »the disease once
367
Broadway.
be hereafter appointed, shall from and after the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,”
the Galfeos
known, and more and more appreciated.
j since, but a brief application of the ointment,
O^AII
post
paid
letters
will
receive
im

the first day of March, in the year eighteen and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
The cure by purging may more depend up ' &c. lias removed them.—There can be hut
world. No !
mediate
attention.
hundred and forty, hold their offices for the the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B. on the laws which produce sweetness or purity i little doubt, I think, that a more thorough’
Courts, r aás
term of seven years from the time of their re does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
than may be generally imagined. Whatever ; application, at first, would have effected a
archs, e per bo
spective appointments, (unless sooner remov ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because »-afltcal cure.
__
That she has received great
lion mod easi
ed by impeachment, or by address of both diseases ofall kinds ; in weakness of the di- liberal deduction made to those who pur- it tends to putrefactionj1,t[\?rpi',"r^
I
benefit
from
th
urmn
tha
use
oFlhis.
Lnedicine’
km
branches of the Legislature to the Executive.)i cestive organs, in incipient consumptions, cl.„se to seltoa- K-eiwn> Kenne6-unk>
enjoyment ol
constant exercise cannot be used I, ”evei ^
o,,bted for a moment ; though,at the
doubted
and no longer, unless reappointed thereto/’
whether of the lungs or the liver - Lxzbi
workman did
The Life Medicines may also he had
r tiOM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of i time
> she commenced using it, 1 was skeptiResolved, That the inhabitants of said towns, dreadful debility occa»i"«*»«Msln, (more esrepreser miti ve
plantations and citie^halJ vote hy ballot up- ¡HirgiitivesL •-irxysrcUnesses incident to motb- the principal druggists in.^-—town Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. :; caL Though 1 will yield to no one in tny
throughout the United »«nés and the Cana Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain hatred to quackery, I do most cordially rec
beauty nd í
‘ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
on lheir hatJors>
£!“*»«» a- ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe of life, are kept free from those impurities ommend“ Mr. Trufant’s Patent medicine for
court in ¡Euro
nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of which would prevent its steady current minis the Salt Rheum” to all who are afflicted with
rnendment, express!»'^ ’v the wortl
up which is brought on by intemperance ; in John Moffat’s signature is upon the label of tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Aga i, h
this
dreadful
malady,
believing
that
if
it
on tbetr ballots.
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na should not in all cases effect a permanent
His
knew,
Resolved, That the Selectmen,.Assessors and accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
ture which is thus assisted through the means cure, it would at least greatly mitigate this
from thi hke of
Aldewpeij s|ja|j preside at said meetings, re petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
THE AFFLICTED, DR. RICH- and outlets which she has provided for herself.
dreadful disease, and therefore prove to he
ed by s sme i
ceive, count and declare the votes in open head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and f|W
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York a public benefit.
A
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
J. T. HAWES.
meeting ; and the Clerks of said towns, plan uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
ing, wl le tl
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
Bitters,
for
the
cure
of
all
those
prevalent
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